Modern Dime Size Silver Coins of the World

ITALY and ITALIAN STATES
======================================================================

======================================================================

1910 3 RUPIA - OBVERSE

1910 3 RUPIA - REVERSE

======================================================================
ITALIAN SOMALILAND, COLONY
ROME MINT
======================================================================
3 RUPIA 19MM .916 FINE 2.92 GRAMS
======================================================================

======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: Italian Somaliland has an area of 140,000 sq.miles. It
extends from British East Africa and comprises a coastal strip,
averaging about 180 miles wide. Hides, gums, ostrich feathers,
ivory, cattle, spices, coffee, mother-of-pearl, and gold ingots are
the chief exports. Everyman Encyclopedia, 1910

1910
1913

400,000
100,000

AP-971 CT-867
AP-972 CT-898

rare
rare

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel III, facing right VITTORIO
EMANVELE III RE D’ITALIA (VICTOR EMANUEL III KING OF ITALY)
around / GIORGI under bust.
¿RV: Crown / QUARTO / RUPIA (quarter rupee)
between wreath of roses, SOMALIA ITALIANA / arabic
inscription / R. (mintmark) / n DATE n below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: R = ROME
ENGRAVER: GIORGI = Luigi Giorgi
REFERENCE: Y-4, KM-4
Monete Italiane by Antonio Pagani, Malan 1965,
Prezzario Monete Coniate in Italia by G.Cermentini
and G.Toders, Firenze 1970.
FOOTNOTE: The Italian combined mintage of 50 centesimi coinage
from all Italian mints of Victor Emanuel II and Pope Pius IX for ten
years from 1860 to 1869 was 124,244,943. This denomination in
silver was then discontinued except for the small mintage of 1889
and 1892 of Umberto I which totaled only 783,564 pieces.

King Victor Emanuel III
======================================================================
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======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: The Italy and Italian States listings start with about
1850 from the Italian mints of Bologna, Florence, Milan, Naples,
Rome and Turin. Both the Italian States, including the Church States
are listed along with the Kingdom of Italy and Colony of Italian
Somaliland , first by state, then by mint and following in chronological order.
FOOTNOTE: Italian Somaliland, a Protectorate of Italy, on the eastern coast of Africa, extending along the Indian Ocean 1000 miles
from the Juba River and the equator to the Gulf of Aden. It is
generally an arid region, flat along the coast and elevated in the
interior, the general slope being to the southeast. The vegetation is
poor. The interior has not yet been fully explored (1910) owing in
part to the stubborn hostility of the natives. The population is estimated at 400,000. There are Arabs along the coast. The southern
part of the Protectorate was acquired by Italy in 1889, when the
Sultan of Obbia placed the territory under Italian Protection. In the
same year the protectorate was extended farther north, and in
1892 the cession of territory by the Sultan of Zanzibar increased
the Protectorate to its present proportions. New International Encyclopedia,1910
======================================================================.
EMILIA, SARDINIA (ITALIAN STATES)
BOLOGNA MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 17MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1859

179,012

rare

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right VICTORIO
(Victor) left, EMANUELE II (Emanuel) right / F. under bust / 1859
below.
ÀRV: Crowned Arms with Order of the Annunziata
within laurel wreath DIO PROTEGGE L’ITALIA (God Protect Italy) /
(mark) • 50 B (mintmark) •
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: B = BOLOGNA

======================================================================
(Continued)This attitude won for Victor Emanuel the title ‘Re
Galantuomo’ - the “Honest King” - and it rallied to his support all
Italian patriots who longed to free their land from Austrian control
and unite its numerous states into one. It was a difficult task which
Victor Emanuel took up when his father Charles Albert abdicated,
hoping that his son could secure better terms from the victorious
Austrians following the unsuccessful revolution of 1848. The
army was disorganized, the treasury empty, the people despondent. But the King was fortunate in securing the service of the
statesman Cavour, and Cavour was fortunate in having as his
King Victor Emanuel. Regardless of his personal inclinations, the
King consistently supported his minister. Though a devout Catholic, he consented to the abolition of a large number of the monastic
houses because he felt that it was for the good of the Kingdom. He
gave up Savoy, the cradle of his family, and the territory of Nice, to
secure the indispensable aid of Napoleon III against Austria. And
he sacrificed his own personal feelings to the good of his country
when he consented to the marriage of his daughter to the dissolute cousin of Napoleon III as part of the price France demanded.
Only once did Victor Emanuel fail to support Cavour. In 1859 when
Cavour learned that Napoleon was abandoning his Army and withdrawing from the War before Venetia was freed from Austrian
rule, he rushed to the King and wildly demanded that Sardinia
continue the struggle alone. But Victor Emanuel saw more clearly
than his minister this time, and accepted - though with bitter regret
- the Peace of Villafranca. Even so, the Kingdom of SardiniaPiedmont was increased by the conquered Province of Lombardy,
then the States of Tuscany, Parma, Modena, and Romagna refused to take back their old autocratic rulers from whom they had
revolted, and voted to become parts of the Kingdom of Victor
Emanuel. On October 29, 1860, Garibaldi, the Knight-Errant of Italian unity, handed over to the King Naples and Sicily, won by the
valor of his Army of “Red Shirts”; and on February 26, 1861, the
National Italian Parliament proclaimed Victor Emanuel II as “King of
Italy”. Venice and Rome were still outside his Kingdom. But these
were finally added - Venice in 1866 and Rome in 1871. Finally on
July 2, 1871, Victor Emanuel made his solemn entry into Rome, the
Eternal City, which then became the capital of his Kingdom. The
union of Italy was complete. Although Mazzini, Garibaldi, and Cavour
- especially the latter - contributed greatly to this result, it would
have been impossible without the courage, patriotism, and absolute loyalty to his word of Victor Emanuel, the ‘Father of his Country”. Comptoms Pictured Encyclopedia, Chicago, 1922.

DESIGNER: F. = Giuseppe Ferraris
MINTMASTER: (mark) = unknown
REFERENCE: C-1, CB-449
FOOTNOTE: Emilia, a former Papal Province was acquired by
Sardinia in 1859.
FOOTNOTE: Giuseppe Ferraris, Chief Engraver at the Turin mint
designed and engraved the new coinage for King Victor Emanuel
II. The son of a member of the Austrian Ambassador’s staff at
Turin, he was born in 1794. Following his apprenticeship to Luigi
Manfredini and a period of study at the Scuola di Belle Arti of the
Brera Academy in Milan, he was appointed Engraver at the Turin
mint. Eventually to head the mint as Chief Engraver during the reign
of Charles Albert of Sardinia. This position he retained until his
death at age 75, in 1869.
FOOTNOTE: Victor Emanuel II, King of Italy was born March 14,
1820. “What my father has sworn I will maintain”, declared the
young King of Sardinia-Piedmont, Victor Emanuel II, when he ascended the throne after the disastrous defeat of Novara in 1848.
This meant that he refused the inducements which victorious Austria offered him, and that he would continue the newly adopted
constitution of his Kingdom and the tri colored flag, emblem of the
hoped-for Italian unity. (continued).

Victor Emanuel II
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======================================================================.
TUSCANY,PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT (ITALIAN STATES)
FLORENCE MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1860
1861

2,430,000
u/m

AP-443
AP-444

CB-458
CB-459

rare

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right VICTORIO
EMANUELE RE ELETTO (Victor Emanuel King Elect) around / G.
below bust.
ÀRV: Crowned Arms, • CINQUANTA CENTESIMI • (50
Centesimi) above / FIRENZE (mintmark) DATE below.
EDGE: Plain

======================================================================
SARDINIA, (ITALIAN STATES)
MILAN MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1860
1861

891,895
included above

rare
rare

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right
VICTORIUS EMANUELE II D G REX SARD CYP ET HIER (Victor
Emanuel II by the grace of God, King of Sardinia, Cyprus, and
Jerusalem) around / F. under bust / DATE below.
ÀRV: Crowned Arms with Order of the Annunziata
within laurel wreath, DUX SAB GENUAE ET MONTISF PRINC PED
8 (Duke of Savoy, Genoa, Montferrat, Prince of Piedmont) around
/ M (mintmark) C 50 below.

MINT: FIRENZE = FLORENCE
EDGE: Plain
ENGRAVER: G. = Luigi Giorgi
MINT: M = MILAN
MARK: (below bust G) = Giorgi
DESIGNER: FERRARIS = Giuseppe Ferraris
REFERENCE: C-84
REFERENCE: Y-11, C-121.3
FOOTNOTE: Luigi Giorgi, Engraver at the Florentine mint, was born
at Florence in 1838. See Footnote page 125, when Giorgi was the
Engraver at the Tientsin mint, China.
======================================================================
ITALY, KINGDOM of
FLORENCE MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1861

1,222,099

rare

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right,
VICTORIO EMANUELE II (Victor Emanuel II) around / FERRARIS
under bust / 1861 below.
ÀRV: Crowned Arms with Order of the Annunziata
within laurel wreath REGNO (King) left D’ITALY (of Italy) right / F
(mintmark) C 50 below.
EDGE: Plain
MINT: F = FLORENCE
DESIGNER: Ferraris = Giuseppe Ferraris
REFERENCE: Y-1, AP-520, CB-74, CT-611
FOOTNOTE: Florence, the former capital of the Duchy of Tuscany
is situated in the fertile valley of Arno on the banks of the River, 194
miles north of Rome. Growth of the city took place during 1864 to
1872 when Florence was for one year the seat of the Italian
Government, and for eight years the Capital of Italy. For many
centuries a mint city, Florence in the fourteen century minted
400,000 Gold Florins each year and established banks everywhere made possible by the prosperity of the trade goods. The
area around Florence produces wine, oil, the olive and flowers,
and carries on silk weaving and sheep breeding. The Pitti Palace
was the residence of King Victor Emanuel and Queen Margherita
from 1865 to 1871 when Florence was the capital of Italy. New
International Encyclopedia,1910

FOOTNOTE: Milan, a city of northern Italy, capital of the Province of
its own name, situated on the small River Olona, in the middle of the
Lombard plain. The town is built in the form of an irregular polygon,
and is partly surrounded by a wall or ramparts, outside of which
runs a fine road shaded by chesnut trees. The city is entered by
eleven gates, several of which are magnificent, and the leading
streets proceeding from these gates are tolerable wide, well paved,
and lighted. Among the public edifices the first place belongs to the
Duomo or Cathedral begun in 1386, and was only completed in
1805. Manufactures include silks, cottons, lace, carpets, hats,
earthenware, jewelry, etc. Milan belonged with Lombardy to Austria until 1859, when by the Peace of Villafranca Lombardy was
ceded to Piedmont. Population of Milan, including suburbs - 1890 414,551 New Cabinet Cyclopaedia, Phila.,1896.
======================================================================
ITALY, KINGDOM of
MILAN MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1861

u/m

rare

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right VICTORIO
EMANUELE II (Victor Emanuel II) around / FERRARIS under bust /
1861 below.
ÀRV: Crowned Arms with Order of the Annunziata
within laurel wreath, REGNO (King) left, D’ITALIA (of Italy) right /
M (mintmark) C 50 below.
EDGE: Plain
MINT: M = MILAN
DESIGNER: FERRARIS = Giuseppe Ferraris
TYPE: I M (without bank mark) - .900 fine
REFERENCE: Y-11, AP-521, CB-73, C-121.3

FOOTNOTE: Currency of Italy - 1 lire = 100 centesimi
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SARDINIA

1860 - 50 CENTESIMI - MILAN MINT
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1863 - 50 CENTESIMI - OBVERSE

1863 - 50 CENTESIMI - REVERSE

======================================================================

======================================================================
ITALY KINGDOM of
MILAN MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================

FOOTNOTE: Garibaldi, Giuseppe (1807-1882) a famous patriot,
liberator and guerrilla-leader, born in Nice. A sailor’s son, he took to
the sea, commanding a brig by 1830. In 1833 he became acquainted with Mazzini and the leaders of ‘Young Italy’, and was
fired with enthusiasm for the Italian National Movement. For his
share in the outbreak at Genoa in 1834, he was obliged to flee to
France. He then sailed to South America, first serving the Republic
of Rio Grande de Sul, and then that of Uruguay between 1836 and
1848, against the Argentine dictator Rosas. Garibaldi returned to
Europe to take part in the Sardinian Campaign, and join the Revolutionary Government at Rome defending it against the French under
Oudinot in 1849. Obliged to retreat before the Austrian forces,
Garibaldi was forced to land before reaching Venice, and his wife
perished from exhaustion and exposure in his arms. In 1850 he
went as an exile to the United States, living for a time on Staten
Island. In 1854 he returned and settled in Caprera Island near
Sardinia. He fought for Sardinia against Austria in 1859 and protested against the cession of Nice and Savoy to Napoleon III in
1860. After the Peace of Villafranca, secretly supported by
Sardinia’s request, Garibaldi organized an expedition against the
Two Sicilies, in the hope of bringing about the Union of Italy. He
landed at Marsala with his ‘Thousand Volunteers’, defeating the
Neapolitan troops, which far outnumbered his own, at Calatimi,
and thus opened the way to Palermo. Garibaldi became Dictator of
Sicily, and crossing to Italy expelled Francis II from Naples and
entered the city in triumph. When Victor Emanuel II, King of Italy,
appeared with his Sardinian troops in the Kingdom of Naples,
Garibaldi delivered up his army to his Sovereign and absolute
sway over the Neapolitan Provinces, retiring to Caprera in 1860.
He still believed that Rome must be wrested from the Pope before
the true unity of Italy could be gained, and marched upon it. In 1862
he was severely wounded at Aspomonte, fighting against the
Royal troops, and was taken prisoner, but pardoned shortly afterwards. His second attempt in 1867 came to utter defeat by the
Papal and French troops at Mentana. He returned to Caprera. In
1870 he attempted to help the French Republic against the Germans, commanding the French Volunteers in Burgundy. In 1874
Garibaldi entered the Italian Parliament and finally consented to
accept a pension. New Cabinet Cyclopaedia, Phila.,1896.

1863

4,706,125

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right VICTORIO
EMANUELE II (Victor Emanuel II) around / FERRARIS under bust /
1863 below.
ÀRV: Crowned Arms with Order of the Annunziata
within laurel wreath, REGNO (King) left, D’ITALIA (of Italy) right /
M (mintmark) C 50 BN (BANCA NAZIONALE=National Bank)
below.
EDGE: Plain
MINT: M = MILAN
DESIGNER: FERRARIS = Giuseppe Ferraris
TYPE: II - M BN (mintmark and bank mark divided by
denomination) - .900 fineness
REFERENCE: Y-11, AP-525, CB-79
FOOTNOTE: The issue dated 1863 was first struck in .900 fine
then reduced to the future Latin Monetary Union standards of .835
fine with a combined mintage for 1863 of 4,706,125. The issue
continued with a frozen date of 1863 with the mintage struck
during 1864 of 8,759,708 and 1865 of 24,899,808 for a total mintage of 38,365,641.
FOOTNOTE: Milan - The French and English form of the Italian
Milano, called Mailand in German, is a corruption of the CeltoRoman name Mediolanum, the capital of the Insubrian Gauls, which
signified the town in the ‘Middle of the plain’ in Latin.New International Encyclopedia,1910.
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1867 - 50 CENTESIMI - OBVERSE

1867 - 50 CENTESIMI - REVERSE

======================================================================
ITALY KINGDOM of
MILAN MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .835 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================

======================================================================
ITALY, KINGDOM of
MILAN MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .835 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================

(1864) 1863
(1865) 1863

8,759,708
24,899,808

frozen date

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right VICTORIO
EMANUELE II (Victor Emanuel II) around / FERRARIS under bust /
1863 below.
ÀRV: Crowned Arms with Order of the Annunziata
within laurel wreath, REGNO (King) left, D’ITALIA (of Italy) right /
M (mintmark) C 50 BN (bank mark - BANCA NAZIONALE
=National Bank) below.

1863
1866
1867

frozen date
19,199,457
10,984,179

AP-527 CB-80
AP-530 CB-82
AP-531 CB-84

rare

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right VICTORIO
EMANUELE II (Victor Emanuel II) around / FERRARIS under bust /
DATE below.
ÀRV: 50 / CENTESIMI within wreath of laurel tied with
ribbon below, REGNO D’ITALIA (King of Italy) above / MBN
(M mintmark and BN bank mark BANCA NAZIONALE=National
Bank) below.

EDGE: Plain
EDGE: Plain
MINT: M = MILAN
MINT: M = MILAN
DESIGNER: FERRARIS = Giuseppe Ferraris
DESIGNER: FERRARIS = Giuseppe Ferraris
TYPE: II - (mintmark and bank mark divided by
denomination)

TYPE III - (mintmark and bank mark together)

REFERENCE: Y-11, AP-525, CB-79

REFERENCE: Y-16, KM-14.1
FOOTNOTE: The Order of the Annunziata, instituted in Italy in 1362
as the ‘Order of the Collare’ was the highest Italian Honor and was
held by 15 Knights only. Its holders had the title ‘Cousins of the
King’ and took precedence over all other State Officials. Renamed
in 1518 by Charles III, who decreed that henceforth it should be
known as the Annunziata. The mantle of the Order consisted of a
purple velvet cloak embroidered in gold, beneath which was worn
a costume of white satin. From the golden collar was suspended
an ornamental openwork badge representing the Annunciation, as
may be seen on the coinage of Victor Emanuel II. New International
Encyclopedia,1910.
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=====================================================================
ITALY, KINGDOM of
NAPLES MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1862

630,433

rare

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right VICTORIO
EMANUELE II (Victor Emanuel II) around / FERRARIS under bust /
1862 below.
ÀRV: Crowned Arms with Order of the Annunziata
within laurel wreath, REGNO (King) left, D’ITALIA (of Italy) right /
N (mintmark) C 50 below.
EDGE: Plain
MINT: N = NAPOLI (Naples)
DESIGNER: FERRARIS = Giuseppe Ferraris
TYPE: I - (mintmark without bank mark)
REFERENCE: Y-11, AP-523, CB-76, KM-4.4
FOOTNOTE: To provide Neapolitans with fresh milk, flocks of goats
or cows wander through the streets of Naples. At frequent intervals these little wandering dairies halt, whiles someone from an
apartment house brings out a pail or bottle to be filled. At times a
basket is lowered from an upper story, to be drawn up again once
the milk container has been filed. The cows or goats are milked
right upon the sidewalk.
FOOTNOTE: Half the population of Naples were huddled together
in the slums in ancient unsanitary buildings that crowded narrow,
crooked streets, until the cholera epidemic of 1884 aroused the
whole country. A new water supply was at once introduced from
the mountains near Avellino, 50 miles away, and plans were elaborated for a new sewer system, for new streets, new squares,
and new buildings. Of 271 old streets 144 were to be abolished
and 127 widened; the habitations of 90,000 people were to be
destroyed, the resale of street frontage on the new business
streets has to some extent reimbursed the government. The population of Naples in 1901 was 563,540. New International Encyclopedia,1910

1863 - 50 CENTESIMI - OBVERSE
======================================================================
ITALY, KINGDOM of
NAPLES MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .835 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
(1866) 1863
(1867) 1867

16,062,339
7,838,384

AP-528
AP-532

CB-81
CB-85

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right VICTORIO
EMANUELE II (Victor Emanuel II) around / FERRARIS under bust /
DATE below.
ÀRV: 50 / CENTESIMI within wreath of laurel tied with
ribbon below, REGNO D’ITALIA (King of Italy) above / N BN
(N mintmark and BN bank mark BANCA NAZIONALE=National
Bank) below.
EDGE: Plain
MINT: N = NAPOLI
DESIGNER: FERRARIS = Giuseppe Ferraris
TYPE: II - (mintmark and bank mark together)
REFERENCE: Y-16, KM-14.2
FOOTNOTE: The issue with frozen date 1863 was struck by the
Naples National Bank in 1866-7 at the Naples mint.
FOOTNOTE: Naples - French name for Italian - Napoli, which preserves, with little change, the old Greek name ‘Neapolis’. “The
new city” which in Italy, having been founded by colonists from the
still older settlement at Cumae. New International Encyclopedia,1910.
FOOTNOTE: Victor Emanuel II died on January 9, 1878. He was
succeeded by Umberto I, his eldest son by Maria Adelaide, Archduchess of Austria.
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1863 - 50 CENTESIMI - REVERSE

1867 - XXII 50 CENTESIMI - OBV

======================================================================

======================================================================
PAPAL STATES (ITALIAN STATES)
ROME MINT
======================================================================
10 SOLDI/50 CENTESIMI 18.5 MM .835 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1866
XXI
291,916 CT-297 rare
1867
XXI
4,402,092 CT-316
1867
XXII
included above CT-317
1868
XXII
8,203,846 CT-338

FOOTNOTE: Naples, a city in southern Italy, the largest in the Kingdom, situated on the northern shore of the beautiful Bay of Naples,
about 160 miles from Rome. The chief street is the Corso Vittorio
Emanuele, 2 1/2 miles in length. The city measures about 3 miles in
length by 2 in breath; the streets are mostly well-paved with lava
or volcanic basalt, and the houses are large, lofty, and solidly built,
and have flat roofs. There are few remains of ancient times, but
there are five castles of medieval construction. Among the more
remarkable public edifices is the Cathedral, dating from 1272, and
the Palazzo Reale (Royal Palace). The manufactures, which are
numerous but individually unimportant, include macaroni, woolens
and cottons, silks, glass, china, musical instruments, flowers and
ornamentals, perfumery, soap, chemicals, machinery, etc. Exports consist chiefly of bones, cream of tarter, hoops, linseed,
hemp, wheat, figs, gloves, liquorice, madder, coral, macaroni, oil,
wine, wool, tallow, rags, and silk, raw, dyed, and manufactured.
Naples is one of the most densely populated cities of Europe, and
one of the most peculiar features of the city is its unique population
and the universal publicity in which life is passed. Population on
Naples - 1890 - 530,875. New Cabinet Cyclopaedia, Phila.,1896.

¿OV: Head of Pope Pius IX, facing left, PIVS•IX•P
(PIVS • IX • PONTIFEX = Pius the Ninth High Priest) left, MAX•A•
reign year in roman numerals (MAXIMUS ANNUS = great - year
21-22).
ÀRV: 10 / SOLDI / DATE, within wreath of laurel and
oak intertwined, tied with ribbon below, n STATO n PONTIFICO
n (Papel State) above / 50 R (mintmark) CMI (Centesimi) below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: R = ROME
ENGRAVER: Carlo Voigt
TYPE: I - MAX•A•
REFERENCE: C-187
Prezzario Monete by Cermentini and Toderi, Florence
1970.
FOOTNOTE: This issue is one of a few types in the Modern Dime
Size Silver Coins of the World series which has two denominations; 10 SOLDI/50 CENTESIMI, the first consistent with the Church
State previous coinage, and the second same as contemporary
Italian coinage.

An Italian Market Place
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1867 - XXII - 10 SOLDI
50 CENTESIMI - REVERSE

1868 - XXIII - 10 SOLDI
50 CENTESIMI - OBVERSE

======================================================================
\FOOTNOTE: Pius IX, Count Giovanni Maria Mastai Ferretti was
born in 1792, the son of Count Jerome Mastai Ferretti, at Sinigaglia.
He was admitted to Deacon’s Order in 1818. In 1827 he was made
Archbishop of Spoleto. In 1840 he became a Cardinal and on the
death of Gregory XVI in 1846 was elected Pope. At first because
of his liberal reform policy, the new Pope was the idol of the
populace. But the revolutionary fever of 1848 and his refusal to
make war upon the Austrians finally forfeited the affections of the
Romans. On November 18, 1848 a treating mob assembled in the
Square of the Quirinal. By the 24th the Pope had escaped to Gaeta
and a Republic was proclaimed in Rome. From his exile the Pope
addressed a remonstrance to the various sovereigns. In April
1849, a French expedition was sent to Civita Vecchia and on July
2, General Oudinot took Rome, after a siege of thirty days. The
Papal Government was reestablished, but Pius IX, himself did not
return till April 12, 1850. From this time his government was the
very reverse of what it had been, and to the end of his life he
continued an unhesitating and unyielding conservative. The most
important event of his Pontification was the convocation of the
Vatican Council, the first Church Council since that of Trent had
crystallized Roman Catholic dogma and practice to meet the Reformation attack. It was adjourned in July 1870, after it had proclaimed the Decree of Infallibility of the Pope when on a subject of
faith or morals he issued a Decree Ex Cathedra to the Universal
Church. Soon after the adjournment the Italian Army occupied Rome,
which was then made the capital of the Kingdom of Italy. Pius IX
renewed his oft-repeated protest and, refusing all proposals of
accommodation, from that date declared himself a captive in the
Vatican, to which he strictly confined himself until his death in
1878.

======================================================================
PAPAL STATES (ITALIAN STATES)
ROME MINT
======================================================================
10 SOLDI/50 CENTESIMI 18.5 MM .835 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================

Papal Arms

1868
1869
1869

XXIII
XXIII
XXIV

included above
4,432,894
included above

CT-339
CT-353
CT-354

¿OV: Head of Pope Pius IX, facing left, PIVS•IX•P•
(PIVS • IX • PONTIFEX = Pius the Ninth High Priest) left, M•A•
reign year in roman numerals (MAXIMUS ANNUS = great - year
23-24).
ÀRV: 10 / SOLDI / DATE, within wreath of laurel and
oak intertwined, tied with ribbon below, n STATO n PONTIFICO
n (Papel State) above / 50 R (mintmark) CMI (Centesimi) below.
EDGE: Reeded
MINT: R = ROME
ENGRAVER: Carlo Voigt
TYPE: II - M•A• due to spacing for reign year XXIII
REFERENCE: C-187A
FOOTNOTE: The States of the Church occupy the central part of
Italy. They are badly cultivated, and thinly peopled; but such is their
natural fertility, that they produce almost spontaneously, dates,
figs, almonds, olives, and other fruits, on which the indolent inhabitants principally subsist. These States are ruled by the Pope, whose
power formerly was more extensive than that of any king or emperor. His dominions are now greatly reduced, and his authority is
principally in spiritual matters, and extends over the members of
the Roman Catholic Church in all countries. Olney’s Geography
1849.
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1868 - XXIII - 10 SOLDI
50 CENTESIMI - REVERSE
======================================================================

State of the Church - Map 1860

======================================================================

St. Peters at Rome about 1870
======================================================================

Pope Pius IX
======================================================================

FOOTNOTE: The protection of the Papal Territory by France alone
stood in the way of Unification of Italy which required for its fullest
expression the establishment of the government in the Eternal City.
In 1867 Garibaldi headed a new expedition against the Papal Territory, but Napoleon III, from motives of policy, refused to permit the
extinction of the Temporal Power of the Pope. A French force
defeated the Garibaldians after a severe engagement at Mentana
on November 3rd, and this event destroyed the good feeling which
had prevailed between Italy and France since 1859. At last, in
1870, the urgent necessities of the Franco-German War compelled the Emperor Napoleon to withdraw his forces, and once
more Italian forces entered the Lands of the Church on September
11th, and on the 20th made their entry into Rome. On July 2, 1871,
Rome became the Capital of Italy. The population of Rome - 1870 226,022. New International Encyclopedia,1910
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1889 - 50 CENTESIMI - OBVERSE

1889 - 50 CENTESIMI - REVERSE

======================================================================
ITALY, KINGDOM of
ROME MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .835 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================

======================================================================
ITALY KINGDOM of
TURIN MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================

1889
1892

635,231
148,333

AP-608 CB-162
AP-609 CB-163

1861

rare
rare

¿OV: Head of Umberto I, facing right, UMBERTO I left,
RE D’ITALIA (King of Italy) right / DATE below.
ÀRV: Star burst at top, Crowned Arms with Order of
Annunziata dividing denomination C (centesimi) left and 50 right,
within wreath of laurel and oak tied with a ribbon below / R
(mintmark) below.

44,910

rare

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right VICTORIO
EMANUELE II (Victor Emanuel II) around / FERRARIS under bust /
1861 below.
ÀRV: Crowned Arms with Order of the Annunziata
within laurel wreath, REGNO (King) left, D’ITALIA (of Italy) right /
B=BANCA (bank mark) / T (mintmark) C. 50 below.
EDGE: Plain

EDGE: Plain
MINT: T= TURIN (Torino)
MINT: R = ROME
DESIGNER: FERRARIS = Giuseppe Ferraris
DESIGNER: Filippo Speranza, Chief Engraver, Rome
mint.

TYPE: I - B (bank mark) above mintmark and denomination

REFERENCE: Y-27
REFERENCE: Y-11, AP-522, CB-72, KM-4.3
POPULATION: Italy - 1890 - 28,459,451 with capital
Rome with 460,000 inhabitants.

FOOTNOTE: Turin is situated on the Po River 76 miles west-southwest of Milan. From 1861, when the Kingdom of Italy was constituted, until 1865, Turin was the capital, Florence was then selected, and in 1871 Rome. New Cabinet Cyclopaedia, Phila.,1896.
FOOTNOTE: The issue from 1863 to 1866 with a frozen date of
1863 had a total mintage from the Turin mint of 9,053,769.

.

FOOTNOTE: The present monetary system of Italy is the same as
that of France, the lira being equal to the franc, and divided into 100
centesimi, as the franc is into 100 centimes. New Cabinet
Cyclopaedia, Phila.,1896.
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======================================================================
ITALY, KINGDOM of
TURIN MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .900 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
1862

184,615

======================================================================
FOOTNOTE: This issue was struck by the Turin mint between
1860 and 1869 with the frozen date of 1863. A second date of
1867 was used on this type with a small mintage issued in 1867.
In 1868 and 1869 the previous frozen date of 1863 was struck
again for the two years..

rare

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right VICTORIO
EMANUELE II (Victor Emanuel II) around / FERRARIS under bust /
1862 below.
ÀRV: Crowned Arms with Order of the Annunziata
within laurel wreath, REGNO (King) left, D’ITALIA (of Italy) right /
T (mintmark) C. 50 BN (BANCA NAZIONALE=National Bank)
below.
EDGE: Plain
MINT: T = TORINO (Turin )
DESIGNER: FERRARIS = Giuseppe Ferraris
TYPE: II - mintmark and bank mark divided by
denomination
REFERENCE: Y-11, AP-524, CB-75, KM-4.3
======================================================================
ITALY, KINGDOM of
TURIN MINT
======================================================================
50 CENTESIMI 18MM .835 FINE 2.5 GRAMS
======================================================================
(1860)
(1861)
(1862)
(1863)
(1864)
(1865)
(1866)
(1867)
(1868)
(1869)
(1867)

1863
1863
1863
1863
1863
1863
1863
1863
1863
1863
1867

3,328,379
1,267,009
815,048
7,458,671
10,366,403
25,532,514
39,615,534
23,224,645
8,203,846
4,432,894
396,231

Italy today
FOOTNOTE: The name ‘bank’ is from the Italian ‘banco’, a bench,
from the practice of the Jews of Lombardy, who had benches in
the market places while in business of exchanging money.

AP-529 CB-78
frozen date
frozen date
frozen date
frozen date
frozen date
frozen date
frozen date
frozen date
frozen date
AP-533 CB-83 rare

¿OV: Head of Victor Emanuel II, facing right VICTORIO
EMANUELE II (Victor Emanuel II) around / FERRARIS under bust /
DATE below.
ÀRV: 50 / CENTESIMI within wreath of laurel tied with
ribbon below, REGNO D’ITALIA (King of Italy) above / T (mintmark) BN bank mark=BANCA NAZIONALE (National Bank) below.

The Rialto - Venice
FOOTNOTE: Italy struck this series coinage only at the Bologna,
Florence, Milan, Rome, Naples and Turin mints. Venice was under
the control of the Austrian Empire until the establishment of the
Kingdom. Coinage minted at Venice are listed under Austria in this
work

EDGE: Plain
MINT: T = TORINO
DESIGNER: FERRARIS = Giuseppe Ferraris
TYPE: II - T BN mintmark and bank mark together
REFERENCE: Y-16, KM-14.3
======================================================================

The T BN mint mark - bank mark

Arms of Italy

======================================================================
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